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2nd reply to  “God’s Plan for the Human Race”         Issue date: 08 Oct 2008 
 
Hello FutureLife. 
 
I have some questions following on from your reply to me. 
 
Regarding the 144000 – I have read Rev.7 again and you are correct – it does not say they come through the 
tribulation, it does state, however, that they come from the 12 tribes of Israel, so they are Jewish believers, not 
gentiles. It is the great white multitude who come through the great tribulation. (Obviously at the time of the end 
during the reign of the antichrist). Paul said we shall all be raised together and one shall not precede another. In 
Rev.11 we are told that the 2 witnesses – Enoch and Elijah are resurrected and lifted up having been executed by 
the antichrist so the rapture of the bride takes place at that time. (A lot of people think the 2 witnesses are Moses 
and Elijah but Moses died and we are told God buried him. Moses could not have two deaths because we are 
told there is no life after the second death). 
 
On Page 6 in answer to my question on page 4 of your essay about many from the eastern and western nations 
coming to sit at the marriage supper of The Lamb – I do not understand what you are saying. Are you thinking 
of the diaspora in 70AD?  Is so, this has nothing to do with my quote. The diaspora was God’s punishment on 
the Israeli Nation because of their unfaithfulness to him. Now we see the fig tree (Israel) blossoming after 2000 
years of banishment as Israel become a nation in 1948 and recovered Old Jerusalem in 1967. Do not 
underestimate Israel in God’s plans – He is “betrothed” to her and his favour is shortly to return to her. He says 
“I have loved you with an everlasting love .....” He is going to set up His throne in Jerusalem and all nations will 
have come up to Jerusalem every year or else receive no rain. 
 
 
I thank you for responding to my earlier answers. 
Let me now according to the terms and conditions of the website give my final answer on this piece. 
An amiable pre-warning – the contents will cause severe mental anguish – only because I am rerouting the 
reasoning processes from what is worldly and considered as The Normal – anything that is abnormal is always 
initially difficult to comprehend – I just implore the reader not to put up a barrier only because it is different but 
rather to intellectually reason through what is to be stated. 

If what I state precisely concords with everything that is written The Bible to give a holistic righteous 
message then surely it should be accepted as the correct interpretation? 
If worldly reasoning does not fully concord with everything that is written in The Bible and gives a 
disjointed unrighteous message then surely it should be discounted! 
For this is the logical methodology practiced within the science community to any hypothesis! 

 
 
Regarding the 144000 – I have read Rev.7 again and you are correct – it does not say they come through the 
tribulation, it does state, however, that they come from the 12 tribes of Israel, so they are Jewish believers, not 
gentiles. 
I need to draw your attention to several things in answer to this statement based upon an assumption of yours. 

1. It is absolutely essential to understand that The Bible is written in allegories, parables and archetypical 
events/people/places/times mirrored later all as prophecy for our instruction. The Bible is written like 
this so that its understanding comes to mankind “when the Holy Spirit makes it known in due season”. 

2. Please see “Old Israel” and “New Israel” in Glossary to understand what the word “Israel” really 
means. “Israel” means “Persevering with Subjector” where The Subjector is Yahweh. Now apply that 
definition to what you are stating because this becomes the key to unlocking the knowledge so that we 
might understand what Yahweh is really teaching us (please also see document entitled: “What does 
Israel mean?”) 

3. Also I would like to direct you to my essay entitled “My New Creation – My Sons – My 144000” 
particularly page 20 onwards to the end where I very carefully explain precisely what Yahweh is telling 
us in direct answer to your assertion. 

After digesting this information it will be seen that Yahweh is teaching us of The Culmination and how He 
views all those humans who achieved The Ultimate Goal – being Sonship to Yahweh – for that is The Target!  
But for those who fail the ultimate standard of precisely imitating Jesus during the 1st part of our life – being the 
vast majority of us (who shall then ultimately imitate Jesus in the 2nd part of their life) will have an everlasting 
life in a perfected fleshly body (being full circle back to what was given to Adam and Eve and by default [within 
The Promise] to their descendants - where also Noah was told to “fill the earth” and not the heavens). 
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As I carefully explain, the gentiles are grafted in to form The New Spiritual Israel (see accurate definition of 
“spiritual”, together with “Israel” in Glossary) which is precisely what Peter stated (1Pet.1v1) where I copy my 
inter-verse commentary in my translation of The New Testament from the original Greek to English – only 
because I found I could not trust any existing translation – so I created my own that I could rely upon. 

1Pet.   1v1 What does this verse really mean?  Let us take the obvious first.  ‘Peter an apostle of JC’ = TC.  ‘Chosen’ 
by God = TC.  Taking the Greek wording directly = ‘alien alongside’ = someone not in their homeland. Dispersion is the same 
Greek word in James 1v1 (Strongs 1290) = Converted Jewish resident scattered in Gentile lands.  But we must reason that this 
was written about 10 years after James & about 6 years or so after the Christian council in Jerusalem. So at this time Peter (a 
natural Jew) understood that the Gentiles could be grafted into the Christian Nation (following after the Jews – through the 
Gentile, Cornelius’ baptism instructed to occur by JCg). Peter, under the guidance of the HS, is further writing to the ‘Chosen 
strangers’ in these Gentile lands but not using the word Jew directly, only indirectly through ‘dispersion’ (d?ap???). Let us now 
put all this together. 
Peter as he writes here (reinforced in 1Pet. 2v9) is only writing to TCs. These TCs are now also from the Gentiles. These TCs are 
strangers in an alien world (Satan’s world). By using the Jewish word for Jews being dispersed he now links the TCs to be The 
New Nation of Israel, dispersed around the world. Just as James did, but not perhaps quite knowing the full significance of what 
he was writing – but Peter now does!  This thought is further expanded in Revelations written by the Apostle John some 35 or so 
years later. 

Hopefully from this presented exegesis (including that in my referenced essay) now demonstrates how wrong 
the worldly understanding is of this specific number of people 144000 quoted three times in John’s Revelation – 
thus a full number and as I carefully explain elsewhere precisely why worldly Christian Leaders have got the 
completely wrong idea over this number (reducing down for purely self-indulgent reasons). 
The places in which 144000 are referenced in The Bible are located at Rev.7v4, 14v1,3. 
It is interesting to now place this number back into Rev.14v1 and 3 because here we read and let me quote:- 

v1. And I looked, and lo a Lamb stood on the mount Zion and with him a 144000 having his Father’s 
Name written on their foreheads ..... 
v3. And they sung as it were a new song before the throne, and before the four beasts, and the elders; 
and no man could learn that song, but the 144000 which were redeemed from the earth.  

Where we are also told “they are the first fruits” (v4). 
Now clearly this number being stated three times (never anywhere in The Bible is an allegoric number written 
three times) then it is a real number not of fleshly Israel that will then mean nothing to Yahweh (at this future 
point in time at The Culmination). Because fleshly Israel was merely a vehicle to deliver Jesus but what Yahweh 
is interested in = All His Sons of God in The Culmination = true righteousness – that fully validates everything I 
state throughout this website on this subject. 
So analysing what The Bible states here we understand that it is a full quantity of humans forming the 144000 
and it is not a fraction of a much larger grouping of humans. 

Is there any reference in the passage to insinuate/infer that this 144000 stated is anything other 
than 144000 in number? 
Please let me know if the text tells us that this number is only a part number, because I can see no 
reference in these writings to justify this worldly assumption. 

We are never to take anything out of context, nor ignore other parts of The Bible only because things do not fit 
our understanding – but rather we must change our understanding so that it fully concords with what The Bible 
precisely tells us all through it in a holistic manner. Sadly this analytical procedure is something utterly alien to 
worldly Christian Leaders as this website clearly demonstrates through its exegesis as it pulls apart faulty 
reasoning presently unsubstantiated by The Bible. My only concern is to strive for “The Absolute Truth” – else 
without it – we humans flounder – as we clearly progressively witness within The World today! 
 
 
It is the great white multitude who come through the great tribulation. (Obviously at the time of the end during 
the reign of the antichrist). Paul said we shall all be raised together and one shall not precede another. In 
Rev.11 we are told that the 2 witnesses – Enoch and Elijah are resurrected and lifted up having been executed 
by the antichrist so the rapture of the bride takes place at that time. (A lot of people think the 2 witnesses are 
Moses and Elijah but Moses died and we are told God buried him. Moses could not have two deaths because we 
are told there is no life after the second death). 
I agree with everything you state here and it is what I publicise in many places on this website. 
However after stating that - then I ask you what does Paul means when he states the word “we”? 
Your quoted passage is located at 1Thes.4v17 and I would like to place this verse back into context to answer 
my rhetorical question to what that specific “we” word really means when Paul uses it. 
I personally would put it back into the context of the whole letter – but that might be too much for many people 
so let me put it back into the context of merely the chapter. 
Let me quote 1Thes.4v1. 

Furthermore then we beseech you, brethren, and exhort you by the Lord Jesus that as you have 
received of us how you ought to walk and to please God, so you would abound more and more. 

Analysing this verse we understand:- 
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“We” can only apply to “The Apostles” teaching. 
“You” can only apply to “The Brethren” learning. 
Where we read Paul is exhorting The Brethren to imitate the ways of The Apostles. 

There is no other way that this passage within context can be read. 
We can also understand that “The Brethren” are keen to learn about Jesus and Yahweh – else they would not be 
there within that grouping in the first instance! 

Thus we can mirror what we read here to what occurs today. 
Thus ‘tongue in cheek’ we could infer the following relationship:- 

The Brethren are those ‘of the congregation’ today. 
The Apostles are those being ‘Christian Leaders’ (at one level only ‘above’ the congregation). 

Now this is where the similarity changes (hence my “tongue in cheek” specific comment above):- 
The apostles are exhorting the congregation to imitate them where they are going out and 
spreading The Word of God to strangers in The World – keep moving on to new people 
accurately teaching what The Word really means by how it is practiced within their life. 

Analysing the above we can see how the similarity ceases between then and now and is why I am so abrupt and 
pointed in what I state on this website – because those who appoint themselves ‘to tell’ are clearly not appointed 
by Yahweh ‘to tell’ – because they clearly do not imitate Jesus – as Paul tells us to “imitate him as he imitates 
Jesus”! 
See “Apostle”, “Brethren”, “Faith”, “Believe”, “Deception”, and “Delusion” in Glossary. 
Now linking “we” in v1 and “we” in v17 we see that it is the 144000 humans who are resurrected at the 1st 2nd C 
of Jesus to collect his bride (and not ‘the bride of Yahweh’ for this is righteous nonsense – but cover this later). 
I could write hundreds of pages to support this further but I have given enough here and if it is still difficult to 
understand then please read this website further where I fully explain this issue over many hundreds of pages. 
 
 
On Page 6 in answer to my question on page 4 of your essay about many from the eastern and western nations 
coming to sit at the marriage supper of The Lamb – I do not understand what you are saying.  
I spoke of this in my previous correspondence – perhaps I should draw your attention to the reference “east and 
west” is located within The Bible. It is located at Matt.8v10-12 and this must be placed into context of the 
centurion being a gentile who displayed the required faith and came OUTSIDE Israel – being the specific point I 
made “from the west” of Israel (being perhaps Italy in this instance). 
The Marriage Feast that you assume is the same – which it is not as I carefully pointed out in my previous 
communication is located at Matt.22v1-10 that should also be placed into context of The Religious Authorities 
trying to destroy Jesus – which are the ones (being “clansmen” by name – see other places where this specific 
word is used – “wrong clothing” = wrong personality to be accepted at the feast) who ignore this wonderful 
invitation and that is why “The Dispersion” went out into The World for those who where not “clansmen”. 
But also noting again the allegoric connection as everything steps up a level where “the clansmen” become 
worldly Christian Leaders responsible for The Knowledge (just as where The Pharisees prior to Jesus’ ministry) 
to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire applicable to the specific time and place when Yahweh made this knowledge known 
to The World. 
Now clearly Jesus may have repeated these analogies throughout his ministry – however these quoted 
occurrences are perhaps two years between the reported occasions. 
 
 
Are you thinking of the diaspora in 70AD?  Is so, this has nothing to do with my quote. The diaspora was God’s 
punishment on the Israeli Nation because of their unfaithfulness to him. 
Yes and no. 
“No” because I was referring to 1Pet.1v1 (as given earlier) and James.1v1 being the point that The Jews were 
moving out into The Nations of The World to graft in Gentiles to form The Christian Nation.  
And as you correctly state next “Yes” Israel as a whole nation was unfaithful to Yahweh’s Desire (though 
clearly there were a very few individuals through the generations who fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire – for 
example The Apostles and The Prophets before them) and that is why Yahweh banished the Israelite Nation as a 
whole to The World.  
Yahweh banished them into The World where their DNA would be spread throughout The Nations as a token as 
I stated earlier to enforce precisely my understanding that “Israel” is to be taken out of the nations (being the 
New Spiritual Israel 100% loved by Yahweh – who themselves 100% love Yahweh demonstrated by the works 
of precisely imitating Jesus ministry – for nothing speaks louder than works –ask anyone if this statement is 
true).  
This understanding of precisely what we witness however does not either logically nor righteously lend any 
support to what is taught by worldly leaders and repeated by yourself earlier about 144000 only being of the 
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fleshly Israel – for after the Diaspora we are all part of fleshly Israel – which then lends further support to the 
spiritual level where we (Christians) of all the nations have access to Yahweh’s Word and are not heathen 
(being a mirror of Old Israel and the heathen World outside).  

Can you see how all this fits together to make the most wonderful holistic plan of righteousness? 
But continuing, now from out of all The Nations of The Earth comes The Christian Nation with now The 
Knowledge (given as The Word of God by The Witness Jesus giving his 2 Laws) – just as The Israelites had 
The Knowledge (given as The Word of God by The Witness of Moses Ex.33v18-23 given his 10 Laws plus 
those support laws given in Leviticus) prior to Jesus’ ministry. We also see that The Christian Nation as a whole 
nation was/is unfaithful to Yahweh Desire (though clearly there were/are a very few individuals through the 
generations who fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire – for example William Tyndale).  
What the reader must understand is that statistically humans who enter into something throughout each 
generation have the same mindset to fill all the various areas of The Commitment (of whatever) – but it would 
be dangerous for me to put a name against an individual (unless they are an obvious extreme). 
There will be a few who put the work in to fulfil The Commitment – but there will be so many more who will 
find every possible excuse not to fulfil The Commitment – and finally there will be others who use The 
Commitment to fulfil their own personal aims of self-indulgence. 
This is a True Statement fully supported by what we witness throughout and across time of all generations. 
So as the reader is able to see there is a mirror of what occurred then and what occurs now as Yahweh tells us, 
given a warning and Paul teaches us to learn from the scriptures for “they are given for our edification”.  
Likewise “The Vehicle” (Old Israel) which delivered “The Head”  (Christ Jesus) was destroyed then likewise 
“The Vehicle” (The Christian Nation) that delivered his “Body” (144000 True Christians) shall be destroyed 
precisely as The Apostle John forewarns us in his Revelation at chapter 18 ready to herald in the new regime of 
The Millennium – just as Old Israel was removed to herald in The Gospel Age. 
For Yahweh demonstrates this in His wrath how He disapproves of the dross around the fine gold refined from 
the dross of The World. 

The point being is - where does the reader desire to reside within? 
For I merely explain precisely what The Bible means – for that is my present role in life – it is given to me to 
explain Yahweh’s Word – for that is what I become directly accountable – and need to give an accurate account 
– else I become culpable if I do not. 
 
 
Now we see the fig tree (Israel) blossoming after 2000 years of banishment as Israel become a nation in 1948 
and recovered Old Jerusalem in 1967.  
The Fig Tree analogy used by The Bible does not to mean “Israel” directly – but is a generic term used to mean 
“Those humans with The Knowledge” please see my inter-verse explanation of the cursed barren Fig Tree in the 
NT Translation of this website where Jesus is clearly speaking of worldly Christian Leaders of The Gospel Age. 
But you are correct Fleshly Israel is being used as ‘a time piece’ that Yahweh uses to tell The World how His 
parallel plan of human salvation is progressing. 
And you are correct 1948 and 1967 are very key dates in His unfolding plan of parallel salvation of the human 
species and we are in the very end throws of The Gospel Age as The book of Revelation and Jesus’ prophecies 
as given in The Gospels so clearly tell us. 
1967 is the key date upon which prophecies hang – but I do not wish to divulge what this means here. 
 
 
Do not underestimate Israel in God’s plans – He is “betrothed” to her and his favour is shortly to return to her. 
He says “I have loved you with an everlasting love .....” He is going to set up His throne in Jerusalem and all 
nations will have come up to Jerusalem every year or else receive no rain. 
Your terminology needs to be unscrambled here in several places for it is presently based upon worldly 
Christian understanding (which itself is very flawed – though that criticism is not directed at you). 
Yahweh is The Matchmaker who chooses His sons of God to become betrothed to His primary Son Christ Jesus 
who himself is The Bridegroom. For Jesus as The Head (The Vine) chooses those humans who he fancies to be 
his mate (part of his body – or the branches of The Vine) and it is The Father (of the Sons, the Matchmaker of 
The Future Union, The Vinedresser over the present union) Who then decides which humans are to become an 
intimate part of The ‘Exclusive’ Family in the heavens (= The Universe). 
Now you can see that it is not Yahweh Who is betrothed – but rather His Son Christ Jesus. 
Further we are not speaking of Fleshly Israel but rather what I term The New Spiritual Israel being what The 
Prophets of Old termed “The Remnant” returning (delivered from the 6000 years under Satan’s inept rule – 
made up of two flocks – John.10v1-16) to Yahweh’s Favour. 
Thus Yahweh loves those very specific humans from The Beginning (of Time) who themselves will love Him 
by precisely imitating Christ Jesus in their lives and thus receive of The Inheritance being The World (see 
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Glossary what all these terms really mean) being those humans who “Persevere with Subjector” – being what 
“Israel” really means in Yahweh’s Sight. 
Regarding “Jerusalem” – please see Glossary for what “Jerusalem” really means – it emphatically does not 
mean worldly Jerusalem – that is why worldly Jerusalem has been destroyed in the past as a warning! 
“Receiving rain” is allegoric to being “showered with righteous knowledge” – see Glossary on “water”, 
“Fountain”, “River”. 
Also this quote of yours strengthens my attestation of what is really to occur in The Millennium – where there 
will be many humans who do not desire in humility to come to “The Authority of Yahweh” (being “Jerusalem”) 
and thus shall remain outside “Jerusalem” and not receive the righteous knowledge on how their lifestyle might 
be improved (and thus suffer The 2nd Death of annihilation – having refused to take up the inducements to 
reform their personality in the then perfected world). Please see “Gehenna” in Glossary. 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally:  
 
I thank you for taking up this opportunity to converse with me as it allows other people with the same 
understanding (being rife in today’s world) to have Yahweh’s Word very clearly explained in a manner that 
obviously have never occurred before as evident from the enormous amount of disinformation preached by 
those ‘leaders’ who claim to know – but obviously do not - because it shows within their poor exegesis. The 
universal problem is that people do not search but merely accept that those ‘leaders’ with a worldly qualification 
know more than they do. Yes perhaps they do – but it might not be wholesome knowledge – but rather the 
sugary coating to a corrupting capsule of poison! 
Thus it is absolutely imperative that the individual personally searches all The Bible rather than limit themselves 
to only parts of it!  Yahweh has given us The Whole Bible for the complete picture – so let us all use The Whole 
Bible for The Complete Picture of Yahweh’s Wholesome Desire of us, rather than parts of The Bible (that we 
like) for part of the picture (that we like) and ignore the greater part that we do not like! 
As I carefully explain elsewhere in my large 110+ page document where I carefully untangle the apparent 101 
contradictions of The Bible (given on The Internet to discredit The Bible – which it does not, but rather I was 
able to turn it on its head to fully validate The Bible), if one only views an object in two dimensions then the 
third dimension of “depth” cannot be readily known. But look in the third dimension and then all becomes 
revelled in “The Depth” of the subject matter! 
 
Please - I cordially invite the visitor/reader to fully read this whole website to gain that understanding. 
I know that it will be painful – because it will pull so hard against what is accepted as being ‘truth’ – but 
remember Satan is presently ruling and hence we must guard ourselves from migrating to fulfil his desire – see 
“Satan’s Desire” in glossary and also Yahweh’s Desire and “The Goal” of us individually – where we must 
decide what our goal really is (where we are taught to imitate Jesus) and then apply SMART to realise this goal. 

Specify/Significant/Stretching - targets in our lifestyle. 
Measurable/Meaningful/Motivating - our success to achieving these targets. 
Attainable, Achievable, Agreed upon, Action-oriented, Acceptable – being within our capability. 
Relevant, Reasonable, Realistic, Results-oriented – requiring feedback to improve ourselves. 
Tangible, Time-based, Trackable, Timely – to review progress, meeting our targets on a regular basis. 

By doing this then we will fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of us – I could bring out a list of Bible scriptures to support 
the SMART move forward. 
Else your life becomes ‘a jolly’ and nowhere in The Whole Bible does it state that our life should be ‘a jolly’ 
within Satan’s World but rather the very opposite – because of the oppression faced by those very specific 
people appointed by Yahweh to tell (= apostles), imitating Jesus (see John 16v1-4 in the context of the 
surrounding chapters) – because quite obviously Satan does not want humans imitating Jesus – else it hastens 
his demise! 
But in saying that, it does not mean True Christians are “kill-joys”, but rather steadfastly fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire comes first in their life and actually true happiness and joy comes from having The Surety of Knowing 
Yahweh is with you as Paul states: ‘when he is weak – he knows he is strong having Yahweh strengthening 
him’, etc. So this is true happiness rather than needing the constant application of worldly enjoyment in excess 
that merely titivates the senses but can only be fleeting when we see what The World is presently like – reminds 
me sadly of perhaps a drug-like culture – wanting to come back for that next transient fix! 
And on that note - why would anyone having The Knowledge really desire to be self-indulgent when so many 
people in The World are starving (of the knowledge of Yahweh)?  For surely that person would desire to drive 
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themselves to publicise this critical knowledge to those poor in spirit who presently do not know of “The 
Absolute Truth” – but these poor recipients are merely fed illogical falsehoods that make Yahweh look 
ridiculous to the reasoning person – how would Jesus have responded?  Jesus took on the reasoning of The 
World and destroyed it with the fire of power from his mouth being merely The Word of God correctly and 
accurately explained! 

So what are worldly religious leaders like today? –  No different to The worldly Pharisees of old! 
Reminds me of The Rich Man and Lazarus – of which I speak in many places on this website. 
If people condemn what I write here – then I coolly state: – What is different between what I write here and with 
some of the things written about by The Prophets of Israel who saw the same things occurring around them – 
and their work was placed within The Cannon – obviously endorsed by Yahweh! 


